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Abstract

In this work, we propose a new type of visibility measurement named Continuous Visibility Feature (CVF). We say that a point $q$ on the mesh is continuously visible from another point $p$ if there exists a geodesic path connecting $p$ and $q$ that is entirely visible by $p$. In order to efficiently estimate the continuous visibility for all the vertices in a model, we propose two approaches that use specific CVF properties to avoid exhaustive visibility tests. CVF is then measured as the area of the continuously visible region. With this stronger visibility measure, we show that CVF better encodes the surface and part information of mesh than the traditional line-of-sight based visibility. For example, we show that existing segmentation algorithms can generate better segmentation results using CVF and its variants than using other visibility-based shape descriptors, such as shape diameter function. Similar to visibility and other mesh surface features, continuous visibility would have many applications.

1. Introduction

Feature extraction often serves as a fundamental engineering task for higher level applications. For example, almost all of the recognition tasks start with defining or learning features. This is particularly true for two-dimensional images that have a simple and uniform grid structure and pixels can be indexed by a 2D vector in a continuous coordinate system. Each pixel has a fixed number (usually 4 or 8) of neighbors. Thus most of the image features are defined by the convolution operations of the local areas. Consequently, there are some default features like SIFT [15] and HOG [5] used widely in computer vision research.

Unlike images, 3D models are usually modeled in the continuous domain which makes defining 3D features challenging. Consequently, many of the features defined for 3D models usually are designed for specific types of shapes.

For example, visibility among points inside a given shape has been used directly or indirectly as shape features, in particular for the task of semantic shape segmentation. The intuition behind most of these visibility-based features is from the observation that two points sampled from the same semantic part tend to be visible from each other. For example, shape diameter function (SDF) [18] is a descriptor to describe the thickness of a mesh defined via local visibility. The idea is initially proposed for shape segmentation based on the assumption that a visually meaningful component should have similar thickness everywhere. However, this assumption does not hold in many cases. For example, for a long component, such as a leg, the thickness at one end of the component may have different thickness from the other end. Another example is a flat component or a component whose size grows gradually in a certain direction.

We believe that the traditional line-of-sight visibility used in all existing visibility-based shape features is insufficient. In this paper, we will describe a new feature named continuous visibility feature. The feature provides stronger visibility measure by considering the continuously visible region for a vertex or facet. Thus this feature is defined in a per-vertex manner. We say that a $q$ is continuously visible by a point $p$ if there exists a geodesic path connecting $p$ and $q$ that is entirely visible by $p$. CVF of $p$ is defined as the area of a set of continuously visible points by $p$. A more precise definition of CVF can be found in Sections 3. We show that CVF better encodes the surface and part information of mesh than SDF does. Figure 1(a) illustrates some example models color mapped by CVF and SDF values. We also show that existing segmentation algorithms can generate better segmentation results using CVF than using other shape descriptors, such as shape diameter function [18]. We will demonstrate the segmentation results using the Princeton Segmentation Benchmark and applications of CVF and its variants (namely CVF_{avg}, strong CVF and weak CVF) beyond segmentation in Section 5.

A major technical challenge of computing CVF is the computational efficiency because it is known the determining the visibility of two points is expensive and determining their continuous visibility will require many more pairwise visibility checks. In Section 4, we will present two ways to compute CVF efficiently. The first approach will use the continuous property of CVF to construct the continuously
visible region in a Breadth-First-Search manner. The second approach further improves the efficiency by first collecting the potential continuous visible region and then using visibility test to search the true boundaries of the continuous visible region. We find that the second approach provides significant speedup over the first approach.

2. Related Work

Extracting shape features from a 3D model is a fundamental operation in shape segmentation, matching, retrieval and even deformation. These features can be roughly classified into per-vertex/facet features and global signatures. However, we should point out that some global signatures are also generated from per-vertex/facet features via statistical approaches. Osada et al. [16] introduced Shape Distributions to capture the statistical information of vertices’ and facets’ shape function values. Shape matching is achieved by measuring the similarity between two shapes’ distribution. Even though the feature function used in [16] is simple, it paves the way for many research works in shape matching, shape retrieval and other shape analysis tasks.

Features can be further classified into several categories depending on whether they are invariant to translation, scaling, and deformation. Some features are designed to be invariant to rigid transformation, e.g., spin image [9] and shape context [2]. Invariance to deformation has attracted more attention. For example, geodesic distance is used to build deformation invariance features in a multi-dimensional scaling based approach [6] and spectral domain analysis [8]. The idea of heat diffusion process has triggered the emergence of diffusion geometry [4]. These features are usually using Laplacian-Beltrami operator, e.g., heat kernel signature [20], global point signature [17] and multi-solution spectral descriptor [12].

Most of the aforementioned features are designed for shape matching, retrieval and correspondence. In shape segmentation, researchers have developed other types of features. These features directly control the quality of the final segmentation results for the approaches based on $k$-means clustering [19], fuzzy clustering [11], Gaussian-mixture model followed by graph cut [18]. Some other recent work on segmentation which acquires better result also needs some feature definition [1, 21]. Liu et al. [13] used concavity as features. Kalogerakis et al. [10] and Huang [7] proposed the learning-based segmentation using a rich collection of the features.

Visibility-based Features. Several recent works use visibility to derive part-aware features. The intuition behind most of these visibility-based features is that two points in the a visually or functionally meaningful part (such as the leg of a table) tend to be visible from each other. For example, Shape Diameter Function (SDF) [18] captures the thickness of a shape locally among visible points. SDF is determined by sampling rays inside the cone in the antinormal direction of a facet. The SDF value is the sum of the projected length of the rays inside the model. However, SDF may not correspond well to a visually meaningful component if the thickness is not evenly distributed. For example, as shown in Figure 1(c), the tabletop has quite different feature values at its center from those on the boundary. In addition, the feature values at the ends of the leg are also quite different from those closer to the tabletop.

Another visibility-based feature is Volumetric Shape Image (VSI) [14]. With the motivation of capturing the general volumetric context instead of only getting the local volumetric context of the local cone used for sampling rays, VSI tries to sample rays in more directions. The VSI feature is computed by first finding the proxy center for each vertex and then sampling ray at fixed direction. The field of VSI is achieved by comparing the difference between the sampling of a source vertex and other vertices on the mesh. Recently, weak convex decomposition proposed by [1] also uses lines-of-sights. It first computes the pairwise visibility between all pairs of the vertices/facets on the mesh. Then the similarity matrix is constructed with each entry’s
value to be 0 or 1 indicating the pairwise invisibility or visibility, followed by spectral clustering. Even though the mathematical background seems to be quite straightforward by referring to the similar issues in machine learning problem, the decomposition sometimes is not satisfying especially when a mesh model has a large area of bended parts. van Kaick et al. [21] used the technique in [1] as preprocessing step to over-segment the mesh, but it also needs a lot of post-merging.

In all of these features [18, 14, 1, 21], traditional line-of-sight visibility is used. However, from the Figure 2, we could see that the continuous visibility makes more sense than the general visibility in terms of charactering a potential component.

3. Definitions and Properties of CVF

Visibility among the points inside a given shape has been used directly or indirectly as shape features in the past. The intuition behind most of these visibility-based features is from the observation that two points sampled from the same (visual or functional) part tend to be visible from each other. It usually remains true if we state the property the other way around: two points that are visible from each other are likely to be from the same part. However, there are many exceptions. For example, in a human model in a standing pose, a point from the head may see a point in the heel and in most cases we would distinguish head and heel as different parts of the model.

To overcome the drawbacks of the line-of-sight based visibility approaches and to better capture the component information of a mesh, we define a new feature named continuous visibility feature (CVF). We say that a point \( q \) on the mesh is continuously visible by \( p \) if there exists a geodesic path connecting \( p \) and \( q \) that is entirely visible by \( p \). Note that, this path may not be the shortest geodesic path between \( p \) and \( q \), but it is continuous because, by definition, every vertex in the continuous visible region should be visible. Under these definitions, we say a continuously visible region (CVR) of a point \( p \) is a collection of all points that are continuously visible by \( p \). That is, we can express CVR of \( p \) as the set \( \{ q \in M \mid \text{CVF}(p, q) = \text{TRUE} \} \). CVF of a given point \( p \) can be represented either in vector or in scalar form. In this paper, we will focus on scalar representation, in which CVF is the area of \( p \)’s CVR. If the input model is convex, then all vertices in this convex model have the same CVF, which is the surface area of the model.

Unlike visibility, continuous visibility is not commutative. That is, if \( \text{CVF}(p, q) = \text{TRUE} \) and \( \text{CVF}(q, p) = \text{TRUE} \), then \( p \) and \( q \) have strong continuous visibility.

4. Computing CVF

In this section, we discuss how continuous visibility can be determined for all vertices of a given mesh. Without loss of generality, we will focus the computation of the continuous visibility of a given vertex \( v \). In Section 4.1, we first introduce a flooding approach using Breadth-First Search (BFS) rooted at \( v \). However, BFS-based approach requires many visibility check between \( v \) and all vertices visited by the BFS tree. We propose the second approach to address this efficiency issue in Section 4.2.

4.1. BFS-based Approach

This first approach uses the property that the continuous visible region of the vertex \( v \) must be continuous because, by definition, every vertex in the continuous visible region is connected to \( v \) via a path that is entirely visible by \( v \). In this Breadth First Search (BFS) based method, we iteratively expand the search only at the vertices that are visible to \( v \) and stop at the vertices that are invisible to \( v \). We can prove the correctness of this approach by saying that, it is impossible to find a vertex \( u \) that is continuously visible by \( v \) but is not discovered by the BFS approach.

Although the BFS-based method is simple to implement and provably correct, it may require many visibility checks. In the next section, we propose an alternative approach to speed up the computation.
4.2. Filtering

We further propose a more efficient way to compute the feature values. The main idea is to filter out the faces that guaranteed to be outside the continuously visible region of a given vertex $v$. If a triangle $f$ and $v$ form a tetrahedron of positive volume, then, we say that $f$ is a positive triangle. Then a continuously positive region of $v$ is a set $T_v$ of positive triangles continuously connected to $v$. It is clear that $v$'s continuously visible region must be a subset of $T_v$, and we can construct $T_v$ using the same BFS-based approach discussed in the previous section, except that we start from the incident facets of $v$.

The next step involves finding the boundaries between the continuously positive region $CVR_v$ and the continuously visible region $T_v$. This is done iteratively by connecting $v$ to a vertex $u$ that is adjacent to $T_v$ but is not in $T_v$. This guarantees that $CV(v, u)$ must be FALSE. A geodesic path $\pi$ connecting $v$ and $u$ now must cross at least one boundary between $CV R_v$ and $T_v$. Let $w$ be the vertex closest $v$ on $\pi$ that is invisible to $v$ and $u'$ be the last visible vertex on $\pi$ before we arrive $w$. By definition, $u'$ is continuously visible and edge $e = \{w', w\}$ connecting $w'$ and $w$ must be a boundary edge. To determine the entire boundary including $e$, we first identify the visibility of the third vertex of the triangle $t$ incident to $e$ and then move on to the edge $e' \neq e$ of $t$ whose end points also form a pair of visible and invisible vertices. This process repeats until a closed loop is discovered. Using this loop removes vertices that not continuously visible by $v$. The algorithm sketching this idea can be found in the supplementary materials.

4.3. Running Time

We use the models from Princeton Segmentation Benchmark to obtain the running time reposted below. Some of the benchmark models are shown in Figure 4. The results are obtained from our implementation in C++ on a machine with Intel Xeon 2.30GHz CPU and 32 GB memory, with 24 models running parallelly. Using the BFS-based approach, for models with about $1.5K$ vertices, the number of intersection test is around 0.9 million and the running time is 10 seconds on average. A model with about $5K$ vertices and $10K$ facets, BFS-based approach requires about 8 million intersection tests and the total running time is around 100 seconds. For a model with $10K$ vertices, the total intersection number is around 70 million and the running time is about 900 seconds.

On the other hand, if we use the filter-based approach on the same set of models, the intersection tests for models with less $5K$ vertices reduce by 72% and the running time reduces by 30%. For models with $5K \sim 10K$ vertices, the intersection tests and running time reduce by 82% and 37% respectively. For models with more than $10K$ vertices, the intersection tests and running time reduce by 89% and 49%.

5. Comparison and Applications

In this section, we compare continuous visibility feature (CVF) to shape diameter function (SDF). SDF has been widely used in part-based shape analysis. For example, MeshLab has adopted it as a filter and CGAL has re-implemented SDF for extracting features from shape and then used it for shape segmentation.

5.1. Visual Comparisons

Figure 3 shows a visual comparison between CVF and SDF. From the pictures, we can see that semantic parts in these examples have more constant CVF in each part and higher variance when SDF is used. For example, the head of the octopus model has more consistent CVF values than SDF. For the tool model, the differences between parts are more distinct than those in SDF. Furthermore, SDF colormap shows four spots on the tabletop because the rays sent from these places would reach the leg of the table. Finally, in the legs, hands and torso of the Armadillo model, CVF provides better distinction between the neighboring parts and, again, more consistency within the parts.

5.2. Shape Segmentation

Segmenting a mesh into meaningful parts is a standard step toward part-based shape analysis. In order to have a fair comparison with SDF, we modified CGAL implementation by replacing the SDF features with CVF. The shape segmentation implemented in CGAL first infers a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) on the distribution of the feature values (SDF or CVF), and then each facet is assigned a soft label based on the inferred Gaussian Mixture Model. The final segmentation is achieved by applying the $k$-way graph cut. The data term of the graph cut is encoded by the soft labels, and the smoothness term is encoded by dihedral angle and edge length. Figure 4 shows segmentations using CVF with CGAL implementation. Figure 5 shows the segmentation evaluation results with CVF, SDF and other segmentation algorithms from the Princeton Segmentation Benchmark [3]. The evaluation is measured by Rand Index (RI) scores. Lower RI scores indicates higher similarity to human generated segmentations. Additional comparisons evaluated using other metrics such as consistency error, cut discrepancy, Hamming distance all show similar trend as RI and can be found in the supplementary materials.

The bar labeled as “CVF” shows the evaluation results using the original CVF (as oppose to CVF$_{avg}$ that will be discussed later). We find that the RI score of CVF (0.17) is slightly better than the RI score of SDF (0.18). That fact that CVF does not provide more significant difference leads us to investigate deeper into the segmentation results. Table 1 shows the RI scores for all categories in the benchmark.

Note that the methods compared in the Benchmark used the features such as geodesic distance, cut perimeter, com-
In the ideal situation, each semantic part should have a constant feature value. In these pictures, the CVF values have lower variance in each semantic part than SDF values do.

Some recent approaches do not introduce new features, but instead combine existing features via heuristics or learning techniques. For example, Kalogerakis et al. [10] use a set of descriptors to learn the segmentation, including curvature, PCA, shape contexts, geodesic distance, spin image etc. van Kaick et al. [21] employ a multi-step process: 1. Generate over-segments; 2. Merge component area, etc. From Table 1, we found that segmentation using CVF in the cup, airplane, and bird categories performed poorly with respect to the human data collected in the benchmark. Figure 6 shows the distinct CVF values from the inside (concave part) and the outside (convex part) of the cup. The reason that CVF would be different for inside and outside parts is that the inside part is concave everywhere. The vertices in the inside parts can hardly continuously see any facets except the ones adjacent to it, while the outside part is convex, the vertices there can continuously see a lot of facets. The top left picture in Figure 6 shows the visualization of the cup. The bottom left shows the segmentation result using the CVF. The GMM-based shape segmentation separates the inside from the outside, which in some sense is a reasonable segmentation but makes the evaluation score rather low because most results from the benchmark segment the cup handle from the cup body. In the next section, we will discuss three variants of CVF that will address these issues.

5.3. CVF variants

CVF is versatile and can be defined in various ways to address several issues identified in plain CVF. In this section, we will describe three variants of CVF that provide better results than CVF. Due to space limitation, detailed comparisons between these variants can be found in the supplementary materials.

In the first CVF variant, we propose to average the CVF values of a facet (or vertex) \( p \). That is, we send a ray in its counter-normal direction and get the nearest facet \( q \) intersected by the ray. Then the \( \text{CVF}_{\text{avg}} \) of \( p \) is the average between original \( \text{CVF}_p \) and \( \text{CVF}_q \). The upper right picture in Figure 6 shows the visualization of the \( \text{CVF}_{\text{avg}} \), and the lower right picture in Figure 6 shows the segmentation using \( \text{CVF}_{\text{avg}} \). We can see that the results are more consistent to human segmentation.

In Table 1, we show the RI scores of \( \text{CVF}_{\text{avg}} \). We no-
We observe that CVF$_{avg}$ improves CVF significantly in the cup category (from 0.45 to 0.23). Moreover, surprisingly, CVF$_{avg}$ also improved most of the RI scores from other categories (with the exceptions in airplane, plier, and fourleg). Consequently, we can see that CVF$_{avg}$ outperforms SDF in 11 categories (out of 19). Even when SDF has lower RI scores, the differences between CVF$_{avg}$ and SDF are usually small, except in the Airplane category. Figure 7 shows an example in this category.

The second CVF variant is called strong CVF that requires mutual continuous visibility. We say that two points $p$ and $q$ have strong continuous visibility if both $cV(p,q)$ and $cV(q,p)$. The first two columns in Fig. 9 show the colormap of CVF and strong CVF. In most examples, CVF and strong CVF are almost identical, except in the last example (bottom of Fig. 9). Notice the checker board-like pattern in CVF. The strong CVF provides much more consistent feature values than CVF in this example.

The third CVF variant is designed to address the issues found in the airplane or bird-like models, in which the fuzzy regions between the wings and the body cause poor segmentation as shown in Fig. 7. Now, let us go back to the definition of continuous visibility. Even if both points $p$ and $q$ are continuously visible to each other, the geodesic paths that prove their mutual continuous visibility may be different. A such example illustrated in Fig. 8 shows that two different geodesic paths are taken by points $p$ and $q$. One can see that path $\pi_p$ that witnesses $cV(p,q)$ is much longer than the path $\pi_q$ that witnesses $cV(q,p)$. In fact, we can make the path

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RI</th>
<th>SDF</th>
<th>CVF</th>
<th>CVF$_{avg}$</th>
<th>Diff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td><strong>0.14</strong></td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cup</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td><strong>0.23</strong></td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glasses</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td><strong>0.19</strong></td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airplane</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td><strong>0.23</strong></td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ant</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td><strong>0.07</strong></td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octopus</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td><strong>0.03</strong></td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td><strong>0.09</strong></td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teddy</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td><strong>0.13</strong></td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plier</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td><strong>0.21</strong></td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td><strong>0.18</strong></td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bird</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armadillo</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bust</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td><strong>0.30</strong></td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mech</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td><strong>0.14</strong></td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearing</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vase</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td><strong>0.18</strong></td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourleg</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td><strong>0.15</strong></td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\( \pi_v \) arbitrary long by moving the right most (shaded) face in Fig. 8 to its right. Intuitively, there is a negative correlation between the likelihood of \( v \) and \( w \) belong to the same part and the ratio between the continuous visibility path length and the length of the shortest geodesic length. Similarly, the edge length of \( e \) in Fig. 8 also has negative effect on the relationship between CVF and the likelihood of \( v \) and \( w \) belonging to the same part. In all cases, it will be desirable to take the visibility along the shortest geodesic path into consideration. Consequently, we propose that a measure of weak continuous visibility \( WCV \). Given two points \( p \) and \( q \), \( \{ WCV(p, q) = \text{TRUE} \} \) if \( p \) and \( q \) are visible to each other but the length of the invisible part of the shortest geodesic path connecting \( p \) and \( q \) is smaller than a user defined value \( \tau \). Let \( \pi \) be the the shortest geodesic path connecting \( p \) and \( q \) and let \( \pi_w \) and \( \pi_v \) be subset of \( \pi \) invisible to \( v \) and \( w \), respectively. The function \( WCV(p, q) \) returns \( \text{TRUE} \) if \( \max(|\pi_w|, |\pi_v|) \leq \tau \).

The last column in Fig. 9 shows the results of weak CVF. It is clear that weak CVF provides significantly sharper boundaries that can lead to better segmentation. See segmentation results using weak CVF with varying values of \( \tau \) in the supplementary materials.

Since the CVF and its variants are based on visibility checking, one question may be raised by people is whether CVF and its variants are robust to noises. We believe that CVF is insensitive to bumps and noise. With the original or strong CVF in 3D, it is unlikely that noise or random bumps block the visibility of all paths between two points on the surface. In addition, the weak CVF can tolerate a certain amount of invisibility since it allows part of the shortest geodesic path to be invisible.

### 5.4. Application: Part-based Retrieval

In most shape retrieval problems, the objective is to retrieve a shape that is globally similar to a query shape. Since CVF can be used to generate segmentation and encode shape signature of each component, we follow the strategy described in [18] to provide a context-aware part retrieval method. We first generate the segmentation using CVF as described in the previous sections and construct a hierarchical part structure of the given shape from the segmentation. In this hierarchical part structure, the whole model is the root of the tree and the leaves are the components in the segmentation. Then each node in the tree is encoded with the CVF histogram as its signature. During the retrieval stage, we reduce the retrieval as a bipartite matching problem. Given a query component, we compare it with all the components in the dataset. To match two nodes (components) \( p \) and \( q \), we build a bipartite graph between nodes of the paths leading the root to \( p \) and \( q \) in the hierarchy.

The total matching score is achieved by solving this maximum weight bipartite matching problem. Fig. 10 shows two examples and top 9 matching parts in the database.

### 5.5. Application: Medial Axis Extraction

In Figure 11, we show the medial axis sample points generated by CVF. We use the idea of reference points in [14] to construct the skeleton points. Basically, for a vertex \( p \), we send ray to the continuously visible region and each ray gives a reference point. We can see that the skeleton points provide a good approximation of the medial axis.

### 6. Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we showed a new shape feature called continuous visibility feature (CVF). We proposed two algo-
algorithms to compute CVF for each vertex of a given mesh: one is based on BFS and the other one is based on identifying potential continuous visibility regions. We showed that the second approach is significantly faster than the BFS approach. In the experimental results, we show that CVF provides good results comparing to the methods in Princeton segmentation benchmark. If the CVF values are averaged between vertices on the opposite sides of their anti-normal directions, called CVF$_{avg}$ then we see significant improvement over CVF and SDF. We demonstrated a couple of applications beyond shape segmentation, like shape retrieval and medial axis sampling.

Our experiments show that CVF is insensitive to pose change and deformation. It is true that the CVF value is not isometry invariant; however, it is the distribution of CVF that matters. Pose change or deformation does not change the CVF of one vertex only. Rather, many vertices’ CVF change. If we consider the overall distribution of all vertices’ CVF, for most poses, the overall distribution still preserves part-awareness. For example, in Fig 12, even though the legs of octopus (fingers of hand) have different poses or deformation, the distribution of CVF can still capture the part information.

We believe the continuous visibility feature would have more applications. Currently we only focus on the scalar representation, more applications of CVF can be explored with vector representation, a list of Booleans representing the continuous visibility of all vertex pairs. For example, modifying the existing features with the constraints of CVF’s vector representation.
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